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Hawrami Preliminary Questions

A Basic Inflectional Paradigm

The variety of Hawrami we worked on seems to be undocumented, but based on the 

elicitation we did, I’ve constructed a basic inflectional paradigm. I’ve also taken some of 

the data below from Holmberg & Odden (2004), who worked on a variety of Hawrami. 

However, the variety H&O worked with is VERY different from the one we worked on, 

so I’m sticking as much as possible to the dialect we elicited, taking data from Holmberg 

& Odden only where necessary to complete the paradigm. I note all of Holmberg & 

Odden’s forms with a subscript H.

1) Present (suffixes on the verb)

1st 2nd 3rd 

Sg. -u -i -o

Pl. -meH -deH -aaH

2) Past (second position clitics in the VP)1

1st 2nd 3rd 

Sg. =(a)m =i =(e)sh

Pl. =(a)maanH =ataanH =ashaanH

Basic sentences:

1 Holmberg & Odden’s variety also includes a completely different set of past tense agreement markers for 
intransitive verbs, with clitics only appearing with transitive verbs. Our variety showed no evidence of this, 
however, so it is not included here.



Present intransitive

3) am mo-    is                       -u

    I     DUR- sleep.PRES      -1st.SG

   ‘I am sleeping’

 4)  am ma-        kaf             -u

      I   DUR-       fall.PRES  -1st.SG

     ‘I am falling’

Past intransitive

5) am vitaa            =m

     I    sleep.PST   =1st.SG

    ‘I slept’

6) am kaft         =am

     I    fall.PST   =1st.sg

     ‘I fell’

Present transitive

7) am ghazaa ma-war-u

     I     food    DUR-eat.PRES-1st.sg

   ‘I am eating the food’

8) am sawer   -gaan     ma-   war          -u 

    I    apple-DEF.PL  DUR- eat.PRS   -1st.sg

   ‘I’m eating the apples’

9) am     toi           me-       in               -u

    I     you.OBJ    DUR-   see.PRS     -1st.sg



   ‘I see you’

10) to         amini      me-       in                -i

      you       me          DUR-   see.PRS

     ‘You see me’

Past transitive

11) am ghazaa=m   waard

       I      food=1.sg   eat.PST

      ‘I ate the food’

12) am sawer   -gaan        =am   waard2

       I    apple   -DEF.PL   =1st.sg   eat.PST

      ‘I ate the apples

13) am     toi3         =m            di

       I     you.OBJ    =1st.sg   see.PST      

     ‘I see you’

14) to         amini=i                 di 

      you       me    =2nd.sg       see.PST

     ‘You see me’

Definite/Indefinite Noun Phrases

While Hawrami does not seem to possess a specific object marker like Persian, like 

Kurdish it does have definiteness suffixes. From the data we collected, it has at least two:

2 Holmberg & Odden’s variety has object-verb agreement in which the verb agrees with the number of the 
object. The variety presented here lacks object agreement entirely.
3 Holmberg & Odden’s dialect has an accusative case suffix which cannot appear with a clitic. This variety 
differs in largely lacking this suffix. It does not appear on full DPs regardless of whether a clitic is present 
or not, and only seems to appear in what look like fossilized object pronouns, in which case the “case 
marker” is present even if a clitic is attached to it.



15) -ag: DEF.SG

16) -(a)gaan: DEF.PL (possibly decomposable into –ag and -aan)

17) miz    -age

      table  -DEF.SG

      ‘the table’

18) zuwan     -agaan

      language –DEF.PL

     ‘the languages’

19) sawer     -gaan

      apple     -DEF.PL

     ‘the apples’

Clitics

As you may have noticed, Hawrami has VP internal clitics that mark agreement with the 

subject in a past tense sentence. A paradigm of these clitics is included on the first page. 

These clitics attach in second position within the VP. If an object is present, it will attach 

to that. If one is not present, it will either attach to the NVE of a complex predicate, and if

that is not present, it will attach to the end of the verb. These clitics are unlike Kurdish 

agent clitics in that they do not attach after prefixes on the verb. This change in 

attachment is clearly seen in sentences involving ellipsis. (20) shows attachment to an 

NVE, (21) shows attachment to a (light) verb, and (22) shows attachment to the object. 

(22) also displays clitic doubling on the object and on the NVE.

20) Bahaar zuwan-agaan=esh yaay gird wali Rezaa yaay=sh nagird



      Bahar language-def.p=3rd.sg mind took, but Reza mind=3rd.sg not-took

    “Bahar learned languages, but Reza didn’t”

21) Bahaar mizage=sh paako kird, wali Rezaa nakird=esh    (Hawrami)

      Bahar table-def.sg=3rd.sg clean did, but Reza not-did=3.sg 

     “Bahar cleaned the tables, but Reza didn’t”

22) Bahaar zuwan –agaan    =esh       yaay=sh gird, Rezaa     alefbaa=sh

      Bahar   language-def.pl   =3rd.sg  mind=3rd.sg took, Reza alphabet=3rd.sg

“Bahar learned languages, (and) Reza (the) alphabet”

Object Verb Agreement

As noted above, this variety of Hawrami lacks object verb agreement in the past tense.
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